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Digital Borderlands Mellon grant recipients announced

In 2020, the University Libraries launched a grant program focusing on integrating library
services and expertise into storytelling and data-intensive humanities scholarship, highlighting
stories, people, and events from the U.S.-Mexico borderlands region.

Now in the program’s third year, we're announcing the newest cohort of University of
Arizona research teams that will each be awarded $60,000 through a three-year $750,000
Digital Borderlands grant funded by the Mellon Foundation. 

Learn about the projects

UArizona receives $1.18M for
borderlands research and
archive project
The university's Confluencenter for
Creative Inquiry and University
Libraries' Special Collections are
working together to create a community-
led archive that offers a more
comprehensive portrayal of the border.

Read about the partnership ►►► 

New book collection highlights
social justice, antiracism
During the spring semester, we introduced
Books That Matter, a new print collection
that's connected to our commitment to
support social justice and antiracism. 

Learn about the collection ►►► 

Data Visualization Challenge
winners announced
Undergraduate and graduate students
from different disciplines were invited to
submit visual displays of data to tell
stories. We’re happy to announce the
winners of the 2022 Data Visualization
Challenge.

See the winning submissions ►►► 

Data grant program supports
campus research
Researcher and interdisciplinary
environmental scientist, Yevheniia
Varyvoda, was selected as this year's
data grant program recipient. The goal is
to build a data collection for broad use by
the University of Arizona community.

Learn about Varyvoda's research
►►►

Jennifer Martin joins JAMA
Network Library Advisory
Board
Jennifer Martin, a librarian in the Health
Sciences Library and clinical instructor in
the Department of Pharmacy Practice and
Science, has been named to the Journal
of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) Network Library Advisory Board.

Read about the appointment ►►► 

CATalyst Studios summer
hours
Beginning May 31, summer hours for
CATalyst Studios are Monday-Friday,
10am-2pm, with some exceptions. We
welcome students, faculty, staff, and
community members to learn new skills
and connect with others.
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